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I * A KK'TT' Resonance at 1280 MeV 

UCRL-16095 

Donald H. Miller, Suh Urk Chung,. Orin_I. Dahl, Richard I. Hess, 
Lyndon M. Hardy, Janos Kirz, and Werner Koellner 

Department of Physics and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

May 21, 1965 

The KK(n'TT') final states produced by annihilation of stopped antiprotons 

have been analyzed systematically by Armentero.s et al. They observed a 

strong enhancement at M:: 1410 MeV with r ~ 60 MeV in the effective-mass 

distribution for the neutral KRrr combinations from the reactions 

p + p; - K~ + K:!: + 'TT'+ + '": +' 0 + 'TT'-' 0 

and 
0 + -

- K1 + K1, 2 + 'TT' + 'TT' + 'TT' • 

Since no, analogous effect was apparent in either the singly or doubly charge'd · 
! • : _; 

combinations also accessible, they conculded that the enhancement at 1410 MeV 

most likely resulted from the production and subsequent decay of an unstable 

state (E meson) with isotopic-~spin I= 0; no determination of Jp was possible. 1 

In this Letter we report the observation of a similar enhancement in the KR'rl' 

systems produced in 'TT'-p interactions. The same final states show an ad-

ditional peak in the neutral KK'TT' combinations at M = 1280:1:10 MeV. We 

interpret this peak as evidence for a new I::: 0 state (D meson) and discuss 

possible IGJP assignments. 

-In a continuing s~udy of resonant states produced in 'TT' p interactions . 

over the' momentum interval 1. 7 to 4.2 BeV /c, we have obtained 1062 events 

whose best fits are to the hypotheses: 
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- + 0 - . (ia) 'IT' +p -K'+R +Tr +n 

- K 0 + K- + Tr + + n . (1b) 

0 -0 - . (1c) -K +K +Tr +p 
J 

- 0 - 0 K +K +Tr +p (id) 

+ - - .. , 
(1e) - K + K + Tr . + p. 

. . 
These final states are of particUlar interest.since they may represent important 

decay modes for unstable mesons whose de,cay into two or three pions is for

. bidden.. The data are summarized in Table I. In all c·ases track ionization 

on the film was checked for consistency with the calculated fits. 

The M(KKTr) distribution for the charged combinations is shown in Fig. 1a. 

No significant evidence for structure is apparent. For later. uke a smooth curve· 

has been drawn arbitrarily through the experimental ~oints; the curve differs 

little from a phase -space distribu~ion averaged over the momentum interval 

studied. 
. 

The experimental M(KKTr). distributionfor the neutral combinations is 

pl~tted in Fig. 1b. To provide some estimate for background, _the smooth curve 

drawn through the charged distribution was ;renormalized to the number of 

neutral events with M(KKTr) greater than 1500 MeV. However, the exact normal-

ization is not important for the following discussion; we need only establish the 

approximate slope of the background below 1500 MeV. Two well-defined peaks 

are then apparent. ·To empl;l.asize the difference in structure between the charged 
. ' 

and neutral combinatio.ns, events with M(KK.) ~ 1.1 BeV are shown s.eparately in. 

Fig. 1; a and b. Using a Breit-Wigner resonance curve to fit the upper peak, . 

'· 

we obtain M = 1420±10 MeV ·and r = 60±10 MeV, in a~equate agreement with \; 
.. . . 1 . 

the values reported by Armenteros· et al. for the E meson. If the E meson 
S . . I 

. represents a state ~Jth definite IGJP, the lack of any enhancemen.t in the charged 
; . 

KKTr distribution su~ports the I= 0 assignment. 
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In addition to the E meson, 59 events are observed in the interval 

1280:1:40 MeV, where -9 were expected; the probability that this represents a 

statistical fluctuation is negligible. We have investigated two sources of back-

ground that might contribute to this peak. Approximately one -third of the events 

'd . bl f' . ( 2 -" 6 0 . ' ) h A + - 0 '\"'O + • O prov1 e an accepta e 1t X o:::: • ; one constra1nt to t e n'IT 'IT K or .w 'IT 'IT K 

hypothesis with an unobserved A or ~O; although an examination of ionization 

indicates that these fits are unlikely, they cannot always be unambiguously ex-

eluded. To determine the effect of contamination due to misidentified 

A (or ~0 )'1T +'IT -K~ events, 340 cases in which both the A and K 0 decayed via the 

charged modes were refitted to hypotheses 1a to 1d after deletion of the A-decay 

tracks. For selection criteria identical to those in the original sample, 44 

events fit the K
1

K:I:'IT-f hypotheses; the M(KK'IT) distribution for these events. 

shows no peak at either 1280 or 1420 MeV. The second possibility for _con

tamination arises from ~:I:'IT-f('1T 0 )K~ events in which the ~:1: decay occurs too 

close to the production vertex for identification. The effect of such events was 

checked by taking 456 events in which the ~:1: was clearly visible and fitting 

:1: -f 0 :1: -f 
the :E -decay pion with the associated 'IT K 1 to the- nK1K 'IT hypotheses. 

The selectioi). criteria yielded 35 ev~~ts with adequate fits; the M(KK'IT) distri-

bution for these events again shows no enhancements. We conclude that the 

low-mass peak represents a valid effect in the KK'IT system:. 

With the assumption that the peak results from production and decay of 

a state with definite :,IGJP, the absence of any effect in the charged combi-

nations strongly suggests I= 0. A Breit-Wigner curve fitted to the data gives 

'·.· M = 1280 :t: 10 MeV and r = 40:1: 10 MeV. The resolution function for events in 
. ' . . i' ' ~ 

the peak indicates *at measurement errors are less than 10 MeV, consequently, 
. :i 

the observed width ptobably approximates the true width, and decay occurs through 
. ~ -~ 

the strong interactibAs. 2 In this case there is no change in G parity during 

decay. 
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Possible spin-parity assignments may be inferred from the experimental 
,. 

. . . . . J. +I : 
decay COJ;'relations. In general, we have G = (-1) for a KR system with 

' : :1:: 
relative angular momentum J.. Consequently, G is +1 (or -1) for the K 1K 'TT':f 

~ . 

system if the state c.ontains only even (odd) relative KK! angular momenta. ~,.~ 

Phenomenological matrix elements may be. expressed in terms of the KR'TT 

. center-of-mass momenta, EK' £.i(. and Err• with E.= EK:~· EK:· . The lowest

order terms for:;· J ~ 2 are summarized in Table II. 3 · Th~ features of the 

matrix elements (in particular, the zeros) are determined from the symmetries 

. 1· db IGJP . . . 1 . h f. 1 1mp 1e. y ; strong 1nteract1ons among part1c es 1n t e 1na states can 

2 . -2 
result only in multiplicative functions_ symmetric in pK and pK • Angular 

distributions in cos8 = E." Err are evaluated in·the KK center of mass. For 

comparison with the experimental distributions, the matrix elements have been 
I· 

integrated over the mass and width of the resonance, keeping the appropriate·· 

variable fixed. 

The observed distribution in cosQ is plotted in Fig. 2a. To reduce 

possible background; we have used only the 44 events produced at incident 
\· I . . ' . . . 

momenta above 2.7 'BeV/c with 1260 ~ M(KK'TT) ~ 1310 MeV. 4 The distribution 

' . suggests no tendency towards a zero at either cos8 = 0 or :1::1, consistent 

. GP +-++ +- -+ --Wlth I J = 0 0 , 0 1 , 0 2 or 0 1 , 0 2 • The M(KK) distribution for 

the. same events is given in Fig. 2b. The strong accumulation of events at 

low M(KK) appears incompatible with either the ph~se -space distribution 
p' 

expected for J = 0 or the KK centrifugal barrier .. :required.:. for .. ~ny: of 

the G = -1 matrix elements. Consequently, when fitted to the matrix ele

ments in Table II, the most likely assignments are IGJP = o+ 1+ or 0+2-

(with a= 0). 
~i~ 

To obtain a b~tter fit to the data we have examined possible modifi
)~~i?l· . 

. cations· of the matri~ elements. . f . Although the maximum effective mass for 

the K 11' syste~ is only 785 MeV, all matrix· elements' were recalculated taking 
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into account the strong P-wave K'ir (K*) interaction. Ixi general, this re .. 

sulted in a slight enhancement of the low KK region; calculated curves in-

ff . . G p + + -1+ eluding this e ect are shown 1n F1g. 2 for I J = 0 1 and 0 • 

The matrix elements may be more drastically modified by inclusion 

of a strong I= 1 S-wave KK interaction. The existence of a strong 

threshold K
1

K 1_ enhancement is well known from studies of the reaction 

- . 5 6 . 
'I!' p - K 1K

1
n. ' Although no analogous enhancement has been observed 

in the associated K-K~p events, it is imp~rtant to note that the KK systems 

appear to be produced in peripheral. collisions involving pion exchange; . conse-

. GP ++ +- ++ quently only the sequence I J = 0 0 , 1 1 , 0 2 , • • • is copiously produced. 

Alternatively, the K:I:K1 'TT + systems produced in annihilation of stopped anti

protons have been studied by Armenteros et al.? in this case a strong peak is 

observed in the region M(K:!:K 1)::::: 1020 MeV. 1 These results suggest that 

G P + o+ d - o+ · - · 1 ld -s both the I J = 0 an. 1 KK systems 1nteract strong y near thresho • 

When such an effect is included in the matr~x elements for the IGJP = o+o-, 

o+ 1+ 1 Or 0+2- States, the Calculated CUrVeS may be brought 
1
int0 good agree-

ment with the experimental distributions. 

We conclude that the neutral M(KK'TT) effective-mass distributions pro- · 

vide unambiguous evidence for the existence· of a new. I= 0 unstable state (D 

meson) at M = 1280± 10 MeV with r = 40:1:10 MeV. The data suggest 

IGJP 0+1+ 0+2- 'f . IGJP 1-0+ K" ' . . . d d . = or ; 1 a strong . = · .t'l. 1nteractlon 1s 1ntro uce , 

the assignment IGJP = o+o- also fits the observed KK'TT 'distributions. 9 The 

· · · r·c o+ tentatlve ass1gnment = 

0 
and D - K 2K2'TT. :, the decay 

imp1ie_s the existence of the decays b - K1K 1'1!'
0 

D - K 1K2 '1!'
0 is forbidden. In addition, decay 

into either 2'11' or 3'11' final. states is forbidden for'the preferred assignments; 

the decay D - 'll''l!'lr} is allowed. 
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. . ! 
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. ·duced by rej.ecting events with p'IT < 2. 7 BeV /c. 

5. A. R. Erwin, G. A. Hoyer, R. H. March, W. D. Walker, and T. P. 

Wangler, Phys. Rev. Letters .J., 34 (1962). 

6. :G. Alexander, 0. ·1. Dahl, L. Jacobs,. G. R. Kalbfleisch, D. H. Miller, 

7. 

A. Rittenberg, J. Schwartz, and G. A. Smith, Phys. Rev. Letters .2_, 

460 (1962). 

Since no effect was observed in the corresponding K 1 K 1 
'!TO events, 

:l:: 
Armenteros et al. (reference 1} have suggested that the K K 1 peak 

has IGJP = 1+.1~. In this case, the peak repr.esents a resonant state ,. 
. ~~ . 

with allowed d~~~y into · .. '!T.'!T and, consequently, production in '!T-p inter-

actions. Although an anomalously small coupling to the '!T'!T system could 

I • 
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·• -account for the absence of this effect in ,. p interactions, interpretation 

.as.an I= 1 S-wave enhancement appears consistent with the pp data • 

. Since both th~ I= 0 and I= 1 KK combinations contribute to the 
0 . 

K
1

K
1
,. events, the expected K

1
K

1 
enhancement may be reduced by a 

partial cancellation in the two strongly interacting S waves. 

It is not possible to determine whether these S-wave interactions 

are strong enot<g>< ~o produce either an I= 0 or I= 1 ·bound state of the 

type discussed by R. Dalitz, Phys. Rev. Letters§_, 239 (1961). 

8 I . . . h h ld. h 'bl ·IcJP 0+1+ . · . • t lS lnterestlng to note t at s ou ,t e possl e · = asslgnment · 

be verified in subsequent experiments, a strong I= 1 S-wave KK inter-

action together with the P-wave I:(,. interaction providep a possible 

dynamical basis for such a state. An I= 0. KK'IT . ststem requi~es 

I= 1 for all KK pairs; the J,p = 1+ con£iguratio4 permits the maximum 

interaction in the ,K,.~ Krr, and KK pairs simultaneously. I£ the strong 

KK interaction were in the ~~1-~:1:~ state (reference 7) this model would 

. + - - . . 
lead to a 0 1 KK'IT state in complete analogy Wlth the w meson. The 

observed decay correlations are in strong disagreement with this as-

sumption. i 

9. The possibility that the D meson is part of an SU(3) octet may be con-

side red. 
G - . The· A 1 {1080) remains the only I = 1 enhancement reported 

in this mass region. Although there is little direct evidence that this 

enh~ncement represents a. meson state with definite Jp, use of the 

Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula leads to the expectation of an S = :1:1 

state at -1230 MeV. Whether .the K'IT'IT enhancement in this mass 

region report~d by Armenteros et al. (reference 1) is to be identified 
i J ¥: 

with such a state remains to be determined. 
I 

~;~~~ 
:; ... 
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Final state 

K+R o'TT-n 

· KOK-1T+n 

a-;, 0· -K K:.'Tf· p 
0 . 

K K-'TT.Op 

K+K-'TT0p 

I. 

Table I. Momentum distribution for final states 
used in this analysis. 

Momentum Interval {BeV /c) 

1.8 to 2. 7 2,7 to 3.3 3.8 ~0 4.3 

31 137 77 

8 116 92 

. 20 . 159 103 

15 129 60 

9 76 30 

·-

UCRL-16095 

1.8 to 4.3 

245 

216 

282 

204 

115 

:, 
' 
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I . 

Table II. Low~st-order decay matrix ·elements "for the KK'TI' system, 

neglecting effects other than centrifugal barriers; p is the relative 
. ·' ' ~ 

KK mome_ntum and P,. ·the pion momentum. A~gular correlations 

are calculated in the KR center of mass, where cos e = p • p • - _,. 

J~ G = +1 

1 

2 
P,. 

4 4 . 2 2 . p p . sm e cos e . ,. . 

· 4 2 . 2 e 
p p'll' s1n 

!ai2P4. + lbl2P,.4. 
! * 2 2 . 2 

-1-: Re:a b p P,. (3cos 8-1)_ 

·:· 

G = -1 

2 2 2 
P. P'll' cos e 

2 p 

2 2 . 2 e p P,. sm · 

2 4 . 2 e p p'll' sm 

2 2 1 2 
p pn' (1+3cos e) 

' l ~ 

•· 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

Fig. 1. Effective mass distributions for the charged and neutral KK combi

nations. To i:.~'..<Strate the difference in structure, events with M(KK} ~ 1.1 

'· BeV are shown separately in the shaded areas. 

.. 

Fig. 2 . (a) Angular correlation for neutral KKrr combinations in the mass 

interval 1260 to 1310 MeV; (b) the KK effective.-mass distribution 

I 

for the same events. The calculated curves represent the expected 

1 . f ( } . (2 . G p · + + ( ) G P . 0 -1+ corre atlons or 1 phase space, ) .I. J = 0 1 ; and 3 I J = • 

In (2} and (3) the effects of the strong p-wave K1r interaction have 
I 

been taken into· account.· See text for details. 

·, ~ ' 
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this report. 
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